Recently, in their remarkable paper Critical point theory for indefinite functionals, V. Benci and P. Rabinowitz gave a direct approach-avoiding finitedimensional approximations-to the existence theory for critical points of indefinite functionals. In this paper we develop under weaker hypotheses a simpler but more general theory for such problems. In the second part of the paper the abstract results are applied to a class of resonance problems of the Landesman and Lazer type, and moreover they are illustrated by an application to a wave equation problem. 0. Introduction. This paper is devoted to the critical point theory of strongly indefinite functionals in a real Hilbert space H. Here a strongly indefinite functional is a C'-map H -» R which is neither bounded from above or below not even modulo a finite-dimensional subspace. Such functionals arise for example in the study of periodic solutions of the one-dimensional wave equation, in the study of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems of ordinary differential equations, in the existence theory for systems of elliptic equations, etc.
0. Introduction. This paper is devoted to the critical point theory of strongly indefinite functionals in a real Hilbert space H. Here a strongly indefinite functional is a C'-map H -» R which is neither bounded from above or below not even modulo a finite-dimensional subspace. Such functionals arise for example in the study of periodic solutions of the one-dimensional wave equation, in the study of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems of ordinary differential equations, in the existence theory for systems of elliptic equations, etc.
To find the critical points of strongly indefinite functionals different methods were used. For example, Rabinowitz studied the restrictions of the functional to finite-dimensional subspaces, [1, 2] , and then he tried to find the critical points of the original problem by passing to the limit for a suitable subsequence of the critical points of the restricted problems. Amann [3] reduced the indefinite functionals by means of a saddlepoint-reduction to a finite-dimensional problem. Of course, this is only possible under some strong hypotheses. Under certain assumptions the functional can be replaced by a dual variational problem, having some better properties.
(See for example [4 or 5] .) The first direct approach was given by Benci and Rabinowitz [6] . The essential in their paper is the observation that more detailed information about the special form of the deformations (a substitute for the gradient now) associated to the functional is needed. They constructed deformations having special representations by solving appropriate differential equations approximately by time discretisation. This method has some disadvantages because one needs strong hypotheses in order to get the approximations uniformly on bounded sets.
A main part of our paper will be the construction of flows and deformations having special representations by solving appropriate differential equations exactly and the study of their topological properties. Moreover, we shall develop a variant of an "intersection theory" for infinte-dimensional sets in Hilbert space.
Some of the results contained in this paper can be generalized. A few generalizations are contained in a preliminary version of this paper having a different title. For the sake of simplicity and readability we will not carry this out. I am indebted to the referee and P. Rabinowitz for some suggestions in this direction. Moreover I want to thank H. Amann and P. Hess for stimulating discussions.
In order to make the difficulties which arise clear to nonspecialists, let us recall the min-max-or max-min-principle (MMP). Here the interested reader should also consult the paper of R. Palais [7] .
The MM-principle. Let <J> E CX(H, 
(S) 5 is a family of subsets of H with D(S) E S, i.e. a(£) G S for all a E D and all | G S. (c) c is a real number verifying c = supieSinf <3?(£).
Of course, it is not clear in general if such a theory exists for a critical value of <£>. More precisely we have the following important result (see also [7] ) which is an easy consequence of the definition of t(<&).
Theorem (mmp). Let O G CX(H, R) and assume t(<&) = (D, S, c) is a MM-theory
for <E>. Then c is a critical value.
Proof. Arguing indirectly, we assume that c is not a critical value. By (c) Observe that (WPS) is a variant of the condition (C) introduced by R. Palais and S. Smale. It is well known that (WPS) is sufficient for the existence of such a family D, and that the maps a can be chosen in such a way that they are homotopic to Id by a homotopy tj: [0,1] X H -» H having the property that for all t E [0,1] the maps r/' = r/(/, •): H -> H are homeomorphisms and, in addition, the maps t -* 0(t)'(«)) are nondecreasing for all u E H. These two facts are of fundamental importance for practical purposes. In that case we define S= {o(£)\o ED) and c = sup inf $(£).
íes
Observe that D(S) C 5 since D ° D E D. The important thing here is the intersection property of £ and £*, i.e. the fact that a(£) n £* ^ 0 for all a. In practice, in order to show such an intersection property, it is important that D verifies the additional hypotheses from above. Then making use of tools of algebraic topology, for example using topological intersection theory or degree theory, one tries to prove this property.
At this point the difficulty in the study of strongly indefinite functionals comes in. In general, the sets £ and £* are infinite-dimensional and the invariants of algebraic topology give no tool to prove this intersection property directly. This is due to the fact that for infinite-dimensional sets the (co-)homology etc., is often trivial since it is a homotopy invariant with respect to all continuous maps. (For example, the unit sphere of an infinite-dimensional Hubert space is contractible to a point, which is of course wrong in the finite-dimensional case.)
Here of course it is useful to allow only special continuous maps having representations depending on the functional $ and to show that topological invariants exist to build up something like an intersection theory for the restricted family of admissible maps.
In the second part of this paper we use the theory developed in the first part to study the ranges of a class of potential operators $': H -» //. This class arises in problems of the Landesman and Lazer type (see [8 and 9] ). 4>' will have the decomposition $' = A + B, where A is a bounded linear selfadjoint operator with a nontrivial kernel N(A) and B is a continuous potential operator verifying some compactness assumptions. The abstract results for the Landesman and Lazer type problems will then be illustrated by an application to a wave equation problem. However, the theory also applies to the problem of finding periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems or to the existence theory for elliptic systems.
I. The theory for strongly indefinite functionals 1 . Flows associated to a class of strongly indefinite functionals and a related group (M, o ) of deformations. Denote by H = (//,(•, •)) a real Hubert space. To motivate the following definitions assume that the gradient $' of $ G CX(H,R) admits the decomposition $' = A + B, where A: H -H is a bounded linear selfadjoint operator and B: H -> H is continuous. Suppose that B is locally Lipschitz continuous and eventually verifying some growth conditions such that the flow r¡ associated to exists globally. In that case we find that i\ admits the representation t)(t, u) = exp(tA)u + f'(exp((t -s)A)B(r1(s, «))) ds. If for example Q: H -» H is an orthogonal projection commuting with A such that QB is compact and rj maps bounded sets into bounded sets we infer that the map (t, u) -* Qj¿exp((t -s)A)B(-q(s, u)) ds is compact, since exp((i -s)A) and Q commute for all t, s. Moreover exp(k4) is an element in the smallest closed subalgebra containing A and Id in the algebra of all bounded linear operators H -» H.
Let us introduce the following notions. For given A and Q, as above, we will define a group (M, ° ) of parameter-depending homeomorphisms which will be of fundamental importance for the study of functionals $GX Definition 4. Let A and Q be as above. Denote by M = M(H, A,Q) the set consisting of all maps tj: R X H -> H verifying
for all (t, u) G R X H, with y E K(R X H, GA(H)), y(0, u) = Id for all u G H, C G Ch(R XH,H), QCE K(R X H, H), C(0, u) = 0 for ail u G H. First of all we shall show that tj*, 17 ° x G M. Assume tj and x have the following representations:
Since G^//) is a group t G ÄT(R X H, GA(H)) and clearly E G Q(R X //, H) by (ii) tj' I cl( W ) = Id for all t G R. Clearly this is well defined since II Cm || > |e for all u E U. One easily obtains the following estimate:
We solve the ordinary differential equation
Since G is locally Lipschitz continuous and ||Gm|| < 1 for all u E H we have by the basic existence theorem global existence on R. We obtain a flow tj: R X H -» H by tj(í, m) : -tju(/). Moreover we infer from (4) the estimate Obviously y E K(R X H, GA(H)) and QE E K(R X H, H), since Q and aL(t, s, u)
commute for all (t, s, u) and the map R2 X H -> H: (t, s, u) -» aL(t, s, u). (a(s, u)QÊ(s, m)) is compact. Moreover xU» ") is continuously differentiable for fixed u E H and solves (4) . By uniqueness x = V-By the preceding discussion tj G M. a
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As a corollary we obtain a deformation lemma which is a refinement of the usual deformation lemmas and which states, in addition, that the deformation can be chosen in M.
Corollary
1. Let $ G 2 and suppose there exist numbers dx,d2 E R, dx < d2, r > s > 0, and a > 0 such that r s= (s + l)exp( -(d2 -dx)\ and W(u)\\ ^a for all u G $# n (Br\Bs).
Then the following alternative holds: Either there exists a sequence (un) E <I>¿2 n Bs with 0>'(un) -» 0 or there exists a flow tj G M, continuously differentiable with respect to t G R, such that
(ii) thX, Bs n $d|) C $¿2 wAere tx is large enough.
Remark. Corollary 1 will be very important for the proof of a perturbation result in §3.
Proof. Let V-Br n int($^2) and W= H\cl(Br+x). Assume there exists no sequence (m") C ^ n Bs with $'("") -» 0-Then we find e G (0, a) with || 0'(")H > e for all m G <I>¿2 n Br. Now applying Theorem 1 we find tj G M witĥ 2. Topological propertis of elements in M and nontrivial intersections of pairs of sets. In this section we define the notion of a non trivial intersection of pairs (U2,UX) and (V2, Vx), where Ux C U2 and Vx C V2 are subsets of H. Further we will develop methods in order to give a criterion for such intersections.
Definition 6. Let Ux E U2 and Vx C V2 be subsets of H with Ux n V2 = 0 = U2 n Vx. We say that (U2,UX) intersects (V2, Vx) nontrivially with respect to M if we have for all rj G M: If T)'(i/,) n V2 = 0 = rf(U2) n Vx for all t G R (6) then if(U2) nV2^0 for all / G R.
M
In that case we write (U2,UX)~(V2,VX). Proof. Let 8 G M such that ö'(ij'(i/,)) n x\V2) =0 = S'(rix(U2)) n x'C7,) for all / G R. We have to show that
By our hypothesis p'(U2) n Vx = 0 = p'(i/,) n F2 for all í G R.
A/ Since (í/2, Í7,) ~(V2, Vx) we infer p'(i/2) n V2 ^ 0 for all í G R This implies by the definition of p the desired result. D Now we will give some examples of nontrivial intersections. The proof of the following statements is an easy application of a theorem which will be stated later.
Let A and Q be as before. (iv) Let P = Q or P = I -Q. Define U2 = {u E PH\ Hull = 1}, Í7, = 0, Vx = (I -P)H, V2 = R+a@(I-P)H, a as in (iii). Then (U2, UX)~(V2, Vx).
In order to prove Proposition 2 we need the following Theorem 2. We denote by d(-, -, ■) the Leray-Schauder degree, with the convention d(T, (0},0) = 1 for a map Proof. Let tj(?, m) = y(t, u)u + C(t, u), where the decomposition is as in (1) . Clearly for some(f, u, v) G T. Note that (Q2 + Q3)C is not compact and therefore C** is not compact. Since C*: r -» H is compact and T bounded we find that C*r is relatively compact. Therefore there exists a compact subset fi' C cl(U) such that m G fi' for all (/, m, v) G T being a solution of m + C*(t, u, v) -0. Let Û = (/XU')U ({0} Xcl(U)).
Observe that (Q2 + Q3)C\ fi is compact since J X Q' is compact and C\ (0} X cl(U) = 0. By a well-known extension theorem there exists a compact extension C:
J X cl(U) -H of (Q2 + Q3)C | fi. Hence the operator C": T -* H defined by By the preceding discussion (At, S, c) is a MM-theory and by Theorem (MMP), c is a critical value. D Theorem 3 together with Proposition 2 gives a useful tool in studying the critical points of a functional $ G 2. This will be illustrated in the applications.
Next we shall prove a perturbation result. For this we introduce a subset 2# of 2 containing 2C. Proof. We carry out the proof only for (ii). The proof of (i) is essentially simpler and is left to the reader.
Let 3> G 2c. By the (WPS)-condition we find e > 0 and s > 0 such that II *'( «) II > e for all m G *#+/ \ Bs.
By increasing s if necessary we may assume cl(<72) C Bs. Choose a number r E R such that ln(r/(j + 1)) > 2(d2 -dx)/a with a = e/2.
Observe that d2 -dx&* 2ë since U2C\ V2jk 0. Using that U2 and V2 are bounded sets we find a neighbourhood W E r2 of $ such that If a = 0 we are done by (*). Hence we may assume a > 0. By Corollary 1 we find in that case tj G M such that^-
'»(ä, n tyd ) C ^ for some tx large enough.
By (10) , since (U2, £/,) ~ (V2, Vx), we deduce Tj'(t/2) n V2¥= 0 for allí G R+.
Observing that U2E BSC\ %t we deduce r¡'-»(U2) C Sf^ , which implies tj'°°(£/2) n K2 = 0 since F2 C int(^d2). This contradiction proves (ii) The proof will be given later. We want to remark that Jb is related to the recession function introduced by Brézis and Nirenberg [9] . However, there is an important difference: instead of using the asymptotic behaviour of B we make use of the behaviour of d(m)/||m||. In general, our function Jb gives more information than the recession function of Brézis and Nirenberg. The reader should note that the recession function is also defined in the nonvariational case. Proof. Sketch of the proof. For A* G 6 we first construct a pair of intersecting sets and show that <bh. verifies (WPS). The perturbation result Theorem 4(ii) then yields a first solution, also for A in a neighbourhood V(h*) of A*. For fixed A G V(h*) \6 we construct a second pair of intersecting sets. We cannot prove that 4>A satisfies (WPS). However this condition holds for very special perturbations of <bh, which allow passage to the limit.
Step 1. Hence for ||m|| large enough we have <&h,(u) > sup<bh.(Z), since A* G 6. Therefore we find 8 > 0 having the desired properties.
Step 2. Let A* G 6. The <S?h. verifies (WPS).
Assume $a,(m") -» d and <b'h»(un) -* 0. We immediately find that ((Id -P)un) is bounded. Hence, if \\un\\ -* +00 we must have \\Pun\\ -> +00. We obtain, observing that A* G 6, since a(un) = a((Id -P)un) is bounded, This contradiction shows that (un) must be bounded. Since $A, G 2#, we conclude that d is a critical level.
Step 3. Assume A* G 6 is given and Ux is as in Step 1. Let U2 -{u E (Id - for all A G V(h*).
Fix A* EX® Z and let c_= ah,(x0) and c+ = ah»(z0). Note that at z0 ah, | Z attains its maximum and that z0 is the (unique) solution of Az + P+ A* =0 in Z. Moreover, we have for a suitably large constant t > 0, sup4»A,(x0 + Z) = sup$/,.(x0+ (zGZ|||z|| <t}).
We find Step 2. Let A* G X © Z be given and assume K(A*), x0, z0, W, are as constructed in Step 1. Then Since PA ^ 0, the argument used before in (i) shows that (m") must be bounded. Hence d is a critical value. Since d > $h(u'), d belongs to a second critical point u".
Step 3. Û is closed. Let A G cl(f7). We have to show that A G Û. Since I®ZC int(¡7) by
Step 2, we may assume AÍI9Z. We find a sequence (A") C i/ with A" -» A and a corresponding sequence (un) E H such that <!>£(«") = 0. Since Ph ¥= 0 we deduce as in the proof of Step 2 that (w") is bounded. Hence, (^h(,un)) is bounded and we may assume, eventually taking a subsequence *;(«")-0, («J bounded. Here c > 0 is an eigenvalue of D = D2 -D2. In (17) we omit a dependence of g on (x, t). However, all the following results remain true for that case under the obvious changes in our hypotheses. Denote by Cx the real vector space of arbitrarily often continuously differentiable functions on (0, it) X R, which are 277-periodic in t G R and verify m(0, t) = u(tt, t) = 0 for all t G R. By H we denote the completion of Cx with respect to the norm With this definition D induces a selfadjoint linear operator in H denoted by L, having the spectrum a(L) = {n2 -k2 \ (n, k) E N X Z} (see [9, 11, 12] ):
The following is well known. (ii) Lu = h. Applying -R + P + 5 we obtain for w = (R + P + S)u -(Id -P)w + (S2 -R2 + P)(Fw + A) = 0.
Observing that S2 -R2 + P = (L + P)"' we find Lvw = Fw + A. Hence, in order to find weak solutions of the wave equation problem it is enough to study 4>A. Observe that P+B -SF(R + P + S) is compact since S is compact. If we can show that, for all A G //, $A G 2^ we know by the preceding discussion that (4>) is verified. -c((-R + P + S)x" -h*) -Ph*. + PX", w -w").
As before it follows that the right-hand side converges to 0. Hence f llwll2 +f(w) > limsup(il|wj|2 +f(w)).
On the other hand, by the convexity, f llwll2 +/(w) < liminf(f \\wj\2 +f(wn)).
Therefore lim(f||wj|2 + /(w")) = f llwll2 +f(w). Note that all results remain true under the obvious changes if g is depending on x and t.
Theorem 7 extends existence and multiplicity results given in [12] for the wave equation problem. There it was assumed in contrast to (Fl) that g± = limJ^±0Og(,s) exist in R and g_< 0 «£ g+ , g(s) > g+ , g(s) *£ g_ for all s > s0 and s < -s0, respectively, for a suitable constant s0 > 0, and liminfJ_:t0O(g(.y) -g±)s > 0. Observe that here it is not necessary that g+ and g_ exist. Moreover, there are examples in which the second hypothesis is not verified but (Fl) holds. Further, the third hypothesis implies that g(s) tends to g+ and g_ not more rapidly than | j|_1. Let h E U. Then TA G U* and we find a critical point m, of <&Th which is a weak solution of (17). If A G U\0 we have Th G U* \0 and find a second weak solution. Next we study the case where G has bounded range. The result will be an easy application of Theorem 6. We impose the following hypotheses on g: (F2)(i)lims^oag(s) = 0;
(ii)Hm^+00G(s) = lim^^G» = Gx E R+ ;
(iiOG^ >G(i) for alls G R.
We need, as before, a lemma which shows that b and B verify the hypotheses of Theorem 6. The proof of this lemma is similar but easier than the proof of Lemma 6 and is left to the reader. Proof. By the preceding discussion $ verifies the hypotheses of Theorem 6. As in the proof of Theorem 7 we immediately find that (i) and (ii) hold ((i) is proved for the case h EU). It remains to show (iii). By Theorem 6(iii), Û = (A G H\ $h possesses a critical point} is closed. Now observe that T~X(U) = R(L -F). Since T is continuous and U closed (iii) follows. D Results similar to Theorems 7 and 8 hold for (variational) elliptic problems without the monotonicity assumption on g + ddR. In that case we obtain strong extensions of results given in [13, 14] . For example we can treat the problem -Am = Xnu + g(M) + A in S2, m = 0 on 3ß, where g(s) = s(l + | s \a)'x, a > 1, which could not be treated in [13] for a > 2 and could be studied in [14] only for a < 3 and Xn = X,. Clearly Theorem 8 is also an extension of results given in [12] .
